
THE NEGEV LAND QUESTION:
BETWEEN DENIAL AND RECOGNITION

AHMAD AMARA

This article explores the legal issues and policies surrounding Bed-

ouin land ownership and dispossession in the Negev. By tracing the

colonial legal trajectory—from Ottoman to British and finally, to

the current Israeli adoption and development of legal doctrines—

the author exposes an intricate manipulation of historical legal

policies being used to further displace tens of thousands of Bed-

ouin Arabs living in the Negev today. This displacement is further

contextualized as not only legally steeped in colonial heritage, but

also as part and parcel of an active, larger colonial Judaization

scheme by the Israeli state towards its Palestinian citizens. This

article discusses the most recent of these schemes in the Negev: the

Prawer Plan.

SINCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT, Israel embarked on its colonialist project of

replacing the Palestinian Arab space and landscape with a Jewish Israeli

one. Expulsion of Palestinian residents, demolition of Palestinian villages,

replacing Palestinian geographical names with Hebrew ones, and concen-

trating Palestinian communities and limiting their expansion are all part of

this colonial Judaization project. Currently, in the Negev, such policies are

at their height. The Prawer Bill—which passed the first round of voting in

the Knesset in June 2013—will regulate Bedouin settlement in the Negev,

including tens of villages with no legal status. The bill is expected to dis-

place tens of thousands of Negev Bedouins, demolish their villages, and

establish new urban sites for them.

On 21 August 2013, al-‘Araqib, a Bedouin Arab1 village located in the

Negev, witnessed its fifty-second demolition since July 2010. Al-‘Araqib has

become the focal point of the ongoing struggle between the Israeli govern-

ment and the Bedouin Arab communities of the Negev over land owner-

ship since 1948.2 Intertwined with the land ownership dispute is an

additional major question of housing. There are about forty Bedouin Arab

villages that are deemed ‘‘illegal’’ by the Israeli government. These villages

lack state services and proper infrastructure, and their houses and
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structures are subject to demolition. These interrelated issues can be

referred to collectively as the Negev question.

The Negev question reveals a web of legal strategies that were transferred

from one region to another and from one era to another. In denying Bed-

ouin land ownership, the Israeli government and judiciary developed a legal

doctrine, applied first in the Galilee and later in the Negev, which relied

upon Ottoman and British legislation, dating as far back as 1858. At the

outset of the British Mandate, the British adopted all Ottoman law and

implemented a few amendments to suit British imperial interests.3 Similarly,

the newly created Israeli state passed a law in 1948 proclaiming that all

Mandate-era laws would remain in force, subject to legal modifications

resulting from either the state’s establishment or subsequent legislation.4

Thus, some British and Ottoman laws became part of the Israeli legal system.

By shedding light on the use and transformation of Ottoman and British

imperial and colonial legislation, we learn a lot about the methods and

dynamics that define the relationship between the Israeli government and

its Bedouin Arab citizens. The continuities of the legislation and the dis-

continuities in its interpretation illustrate the transformation in notions of

property and property relations under imperial, colonial, and postcolonial

settings, as well as the relations between the different governments and

their own subjects. While colonial heritage continues to impact the struc-

tures and modes of authority in many modern states, this is particularly

evident in the case of Zionism and the Israeli state, which currently under-

takes colonial policies against the Palestinians. Elia Zureik has suggested

using the internal colonial paradigm to study Palestinians in Israel, and

more recently Oren Yiftachel recommended the same approach to study

the Negev question.5 Israel’s application of imperial and colonial laws

offers further evidence of the colonial nature of the relationship between

Israel and its Palestinian citizens.

A selective interpretation of Ottoman and British land laws provided

tools for Israeli land expropriation, while also partially helping legitimize

the Israeli state’s position. However, despite the power of legal formalism

in denying Bedouin land rights, it has also proved to have its limitations.

The Israeli government seems to have been unable to settle the Negev

question—that is, to take possession of all Bedouin lands and concentrate

the Bedouin population in urban centers. In light of this inability and

a complete formal legal denial of Bedouin land rights, the Israeli govern-

ment speaks in more than one language. Alongside this formal denial, the

government has expressed tacit recognition of land rights by offering com-

pensation to Bedouin land claimants in the form of alternative land and

monetary compensation. It has also kept the consistent threat of house

demolition and removal in force, alongside a proposal for building alter-

native Bedouin urban centers. Further, the Israeli government uses the law

and courts to carry out land dispossession and house demolition, while

adopting administrative strategies and public policies to ‘‘solve’’ the Negev
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question outside the courts. Prawer, which was preceded by tens of differ-

ent committees and governmental teams to recommend solutions for the

Negev question, is the latest of several such extrajudicial attempts to solve

the Negev question.

In using a strictly formalistic legal framework to the Negev question, the

Israeli government has transformed the Bedouins into criminals and

lawbreakers. Their very existence—villages, habitation, and centuries-old

presence—in the Negev has been outlawed. The pro-

cess of dispossession has continued under different

forms, beginning with the armed conflict and con-

tinuing through the more mundane—yet no less

destructive—instruments of legislative expropriation,

administrative measures, and court cases. The Bed-

ouins in turn must either resist the system by remain-

ing on their land and disengaging from the process,

or become ensconced in an administrative system

that promises resolution while never relegating con-

trol. This article explores the legal arguments sur-

rounding the Negev question and their impact on Prawer, as well as

previous Israeli governmental attempts to solve the Negev questions.

LAND USE IN THE NEGEV

The Bedouins have inhabited the deserts of the Middle East and the Ara-

bian Gulf region for many centuries, and have lived in the Negev desert at

least as far back as the seventh century.6 According to population estimates,

in 1880, 32,000 Bedouins lived in the Negev, a number that rose to 55,000

in 1914.7 By 1948, that number reached between 75,000 and 90,000 Bed-

ouins belonging to ninety-five different tribes.8 Bedouins have traditionally

lived in communal affiliation within their tribes, and groups of tribes formed

the tribal confederation, a larger communal unit. Eight Bedouin tribal con-

federations have inhabited the Negev: Ahaywat, ‘Azazma, Hanajra, Jubarat,

Tarabin, Tiyaha, Saideyin, and Jahallin. Land use, grazing, watering, and

camping took place within each confederation’s territory. Over the years,

confederations expanded or lost territory due to conflicts with other tribes

or due to climate conditions such as drought or rain. The Negev, today’s

southern Jordan, the Sinai in Egypt, and northern Saudi Arabia, all formed

one spatial unit that the Bedouins inhabited before modern national bor-

ders changed this reality, profoundly affecting Bedouin life.9

For many centuries Bedouins were the sole sovereigns of the desert and

enjoyed almost full autonomy in their daily lives. According to Clinton

Bailey, ‘‘up to the end of the Ottoman Empire in 1918, government con-

fined their presence to imperial or provincial capitals located at the edges

of the desert.’’10 Nevertheless, the Ottoman government practiced its par-

tial authority by enlisting tribal chiefs who primarily took care of collecting
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taxes.11 An Ottoman census on taxation collection as early as 1596 men-

tioned agricultural activity by the Bedouins.12

Bedouins have developed their own law based on what is commonly

acted upon among them as custom.13 This customary law regularized both

inter- and intra-tribal relationships. The law developed and evolved over

many years, as did their customs and norms. Bedouin customary law still

operates today, in various degrees and locations, to resolve disputes.14 In

the late-nineteenth century, the conditions of the Bedouins and their life-

style changed. They increasingly relied on farming and began moving from

semi-nomadism to a sedentary lifestyle. This adaptation increased the

importance of land and its cultivation.15 In a British census from 1931,

89.3 percent of the Negev Bedouins mentioned that they relied on agricul-

ture as their main source of livelihood.16 The estimates of the cultivated

lands in the early-twentieth century in the Negev ranged between 2 to

3.5 million dunams.17

The value of land rose during the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth

centuries, as did the sale of lands in the Negev to non-Bedouin purchasers

(including Palestinians from Gaza and Jerusalem, and Zionist individuals

and organizations). These activities expanded the traditional law system’s

use of documentation to include sanad baya‘ (sale deed), sanad rahn

(mortgage deed), and registration with the Ottoman and British land
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registries. Sanad baya‘ and sanad rahn normally include information

identifying the contracting parties, date, price, sale or mortgage condi-

tions, payment, and description of the land and its boundaries, as well as

names and signatures of witnesses.18 In some cases, such sanads are

stamped and/or sealed by shaykhs or by Ottoman or British authorities.19

OTTOMAN AND BRITISH GOVERNANCE OF THE NEGEV LANDS

The Ottoman Empire, like other empires, maintained some degree of

legal pluralism and continuity of customary and religious laws in order to

sustain social and political stability.20 In the Negev case, the Ottomans

started to increase their authority and presence toward the end of the

nineteenth century due to various developments, including the empire’s

Tanzimat reforms,21 part of which included legal reforms on landed prop-

erty. The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 and the British presence in

Egypt made the Negev an important frontier against British penetration. As

the Ottoman Empire faced increasing needs for taxation and conscription,

tribes and tribal areas became an important previously untapped resource.

In 1891, following a number of conflicts between the tribes on land use

and boundaries, the Ottomans intervened by demarcating the tribal areas

in the Negev.22 In keeping with Ottoman efforts for centralization and reg-

ularization, in 1900, the Ottomans purchased two thousand dunams from

the ‘Azazma tribe to build the modern city of Beersheba as the Negev admin-

istrative center. Finally, the Ottomans established a council of Bedouin

chiefs in Beersheba that served as a tribal court, which, in accordance with

a 1903 imperial edict, ruled based on tribal law on land cases related to

ownership, boundaries, and mortgages.23

The relevant Ottoman laws to the Negev land question are the 1858

Ottoman Land Code (OLC) and the Mecelle, which tried to restructure

some aspects of the Ottoman land regime. The OLC set up five different

categories of land entailing different clusters of rights: (1) mulk land, pri-

vately owned lands in towns and urban areas; (2) waqf land, endowed to

benefit a religious group; (3) metruka land, given for public benefit,

including roads or forests;24 (4) miri land, owned by the sovereign, yet

used for cultivation, pasture, and so on purposes under lease; and (5)

mawat land, unpossessed, uncultivated lands, including rocky fields and

mountain areas.25 Most relevant to the Negev question are the miri and

mawat land categories.

In accordance with Article 78 of the OLC, anyone who possessed and

cultivated miri land without unjustified interruption for more than ten

years could request a title deed over such land. Miri rights, under the OLC

and later under the 1913 Provisional Law of Immovable Property, consis-

tent with Ottoman practice, qualified the possessor for almost full rights

over the use, transfer, and inheritance of the rights to possess and cultivate

the land, though the ultimate ownership was in the sovereign’s hands.26
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Most arable lands outside of towns and villages were of this land category,

and they were a main source of tax revenue for the Ottoman government.

The government made efforts to ensure that those lands under cultivation

remained so, hoping also to further expand arable areas. As for mawat

land, it is defined under Article 6 of the OLC as:

. . . land which is occupied by no one, and has not been
left for the use of the public. It is such as lies at such a dis-
tance from a village or town from which a loud human
voice cannot make itself heard at the nearest point where
there are inhabited places, that is a mile and a half, or
about half an hour’s distance from such.27

Whereas according to Article 103 of the same code:

The expression dead land (mevat) means vacant (khali)
land, such as mountains, rocky places, stony fields, pernal-
lik and grazing ground which is not in possession of any-
one by title deed nor assigned ab antiquo to the use of
inhabitants of a town or village, and lies at such a distance
from towns and villages from which a human voice cannot
be heard at the nearest inhabited place.28

More importantly, according to Article 103, anyone who had ‘‘revived’’

dead land and cultivated it could acquire a title deed to it, even if he has

done so without a permit from the authorities, in which case he would

have to pay the value of the land before its revival. When revived, mawat

land becomes of the miri category.

These formal laws, however, were not the most important guidelines in

regulating tax collection, administration, or authority in the Negev. Landed

property affairs continued to be administered mainly in accordance with

local custom. The Bedouins cultivated their lands, paid taxes, and mort-

gaged and sold lands much as they had before the OLC. This situation was

not unique to the Negev. The Ottoman authorities did not apply the OLC

in its entirety to other parts of the empire; rather, they continued to

accommodate local customs and practices, governed through center-

periphery negotiation, and sought to maintain stability by protecting cur-

rent tenants and cultivators of the lands.29

Though the reforms relied in large part on previous Ottoman legislation

and Islamic principles of land rights, the new requirements for land regis-

tration were revolutionary as a new approach to identifying land parcels

and their owners. Its requirements for registration, exemplifying a new

form of governance, sought to impose direct control over owners and land

taxation, replacing the old form of tax collection through middlemen.30

Ottoman archival evidence shows that the Ottoman government was eager

to register Bedouin-possessed lands in the early-twentieth century. Among

the benefits of land registration in the eyes of Ottoman officials was the

elimination of tribal disputes over boundaries and the introduction of
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civilization, which would benefit the local communities. The Ottoman reg-

istration initiative, however, remained largely an aspiration. By the end of

the Ottoman period, only 5 percent of the land in Palestine had been reg-

istered under the new registration system, while most if not all Bedouin

lands remained unregistered.31 Then, the concept of divisible property

rights, composed of rights of access to the land and access to surplus, as

illustrated in miri land, changed over the years in Palestine and collapsed

into one unified individual right to property.32 The application of the for-

mal legal provisions changed as well, first under the British and then more

significantly under the Israelis.

Equipped with their own Western notions of private property, the goal

to better administer and control Palestinian space and population, and in

accordance with their obligation under the Mandate to establish a Jewish

home in Palestine, the British embarked from the outset on restructuring

the existing land regime of Palestine. They amended the Ottoman land

laws, enacted new legislation, and, more importantly, undertook a land

title settlement process. Established in 1928, the land settlement process

aimed to identify the owners of every parcel of land in the country, mainly

through a quasi-judicial procedure. It relied entirely upon cadastral and

topographical surveys, which divided lands into clearly demarcated blocks

and parcels. By 1948, the British had settled title on about 5.5 million

dunams of Palestine’s 26 million dunams, about five million dunams of

which would fall within Israel.33

There was no state-initiated land title settlement in the Negev, but some

Bedouin landholders did register their lands. Archival evidence shows that

the registration process also involved the integration of state law with local

knowledge and practice. Registration requests were addressed to the Gaza

and Beersheba registrar who, after ensuring that the relevant forms were

complete and the taxes and fees were paid, would ask the relevant mukh-

tars and shaykhs to confirm the applicant’s rights over the specific lands.

Then, the registrar would send the agriculture inspector to confirm that

the land was under cultivation. When completed, the land would be regis-

tered in the land registry under the name of the applicant, who would be

granted a certificate of registration.34

Among other formal laws that came to have a special impact on the

Bedouin land question, mainly after 1948, are British amendments to the

1858 Ottoman Land Code, made in line with introducing a new under-

standing of property rights, particularly with regard to ‘‘state lands.’’ The

1921 Mawat Land Ordinance was a key piece of early land legislation by

the British military government in Palestine aiming to increase the govern-

ment’s control over public lands. The ordinance stated that moving for-

ward, the revival of mawat lands required a prior permit from the

government; cultivators without permits were to be subjected to prosecu-

tion as trespassers. The ordinance allowed a two-month registration win-

dow for those who claimed rights to such lands.35 These amendments
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sought to make the state itself a landowner and to strengthen its grip over

lands. The Ottoman notion of ‘‘public land’’ was land that, though formally

owned by the state, would be accessible for cultivators. The British under-

standing of ‘‘state land,’’ however, was to keep it under state control and

out of public reach, unless otherwise assigned by the government.

Despite increased British administrative power in the Negev, the Negev

Arabs continued to enjoy a large degree of autonomy; laws concerning reg-

istration of land titles and transactions were not enforced in the Negev.36

The British maintained tribal courts and applied a different system of taxes.37

Due to its social and geographic specificities, the British adopted a special

administrative mode and legal order in the Negev, which integrated the local

customs and social order within state law and administration.

On 29 March 1921, Secretary of State for the Colonies Winston Churchill

‘‘reaffirmed the assurances already given at Beersheba by the High Commis-

sioner to the Sheikhs that the special rights and customs of the Bedouin

Tribes of Beersheba will not be interfered with.’’38 Land affairs were subject

to both tribal customary law and the state’s law and judiciary. In principle,

jurisdiction over land disputes among Bedouins in the Negev was in the

hands of the tribal court and not the land court.39 Nevertheless, land dis-

putes also came before the state land court and were appealed before the

Palestine Supreme Court. Yet, case law illustrates that Bedouin and non-

Bedouin landholders in the Negev were treated as owners, that formal land

law had limited application in the Negev, and that courts relied on custom-

ary documentation, such as sanad baya‘ and sanad rahn.

The British government, too, seemed to treat Bedouin-held and culti-

vated lands as miri lands. In the Survey of Palestine, the British govern-

ment stated: ‘‘Some 12,577 square kilometers lie in the deserts of

Beersheba. It is possible that there may be private claims to over 2,000

square kilometers which are cultivated from time to time. The remainder

may be considered to be either mawat or empty miri.’’40

British attempts to make the Palestinian space legible was contested,

negotiated, and adapted with local practices in the Negev. In the Negev,

the British did not implement the land law on land partition, registration

of land transactions and title, or the mawat ordinance (which was partially

implemented even in other parts of Palestine).41 Nevertheless, these legal

amendments and the process of making the government a major land-

holder through the new category of ‘‘state lands’’ was reproduced and

abused by the Israeli government after 1948.

THE NEGEV UNDER ISRAEL: DISPOSSESSION, DENIAL,
AND NEGOTIATION

The policy of land nationalization in the Negev is part of a larger Israeli

national policy of land nationalization/Judaization, made possible by a dint

of mass expulsion and seizure of land in 1948 and the special legal regime
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constructed thereafter.42 Following the 1948 conflict and the creation of

the State of Israel, the majority of the Negev Bedouins were expelled or

fled the Negev for the Gaza Strip, Jordan, and Sinai. Only 11,000 Bedouin

Arabs from nineteen tribes remained within Israel. In the early 1950s, the

Israeli army forcibly transferred eleven of the remaining tribes from their

residence in the southern and western Negev to an enclosed area in the

northern Negev known as the Siyag, joining the eight tribes who already

lived there. The Siyag constitutes 8 percent of the Negev area. The Israeli

government subjected all Bedouins within the Siyag to military rule, like all

Palestinian citizens of Israel, until 1966.43

According to Joseph Ben-David, in November 1948 Ben-Gurion did not

perceive the Bedouins as an obstacle to the Jewish settlement of the

Negev, but suggested that their number be limited to 10,000.44 Indeed,

11,000 Bedouins remained in Israel after the end of the conflict in 1949.

Government representatives discussed options for the Bedouin communi-

ties’ future, and the prevailing solution was to resettle them in state-built

townships. While the state originally considered three townships to be

sufficient to resettle all Bedouins, by the 1990s, seven such townships had

been built.45

There are currently about 200,000 Bedouin Arab citizens of Israel living

in the northern parts of the Negev region. About half of them live in the

seven state-planned townships, and the other half live in forty-five villages

referred to as the unrecognized villages. The townships are overcrowded

and impoverished. Bedouin residents suffer from high unemployment and

crime rates. Meanwhile, the unrecognized villages accommodate between

two hundred and five thousand people each, and generally lack basic ser-

vices such as electricity, running water, garbage collection, and paved

roads. Deemed illegal by the Israeli government, the residents are subject

to eviction and their homes are subject to demolition.46

The ‘‘illegality’’ of the villages stems primarily from zoning laws and land

ownership questions. When preparing state zoning plans in the Negev,

Israeli planning authorities excluded Bedouin villages from these plans

and zoned their lands as military, industrial, or green areas rather than

residential. This characterization enabled the Israeli government to treat

the villages as having been ‘‘illegally’’ built over ‘‘state land.’’47 While in

1960 there were one hundred such ‘‘illegal’’ structures, this number

increased to 410 in 1962,48 to 1,000 in 1966, to 5,944 in 1986, and reached

42,500 in 2007.49 Similarly, the Negev Bedouin population grew from

27,460 at the time of filing the land claims in 197050 to about 200,000 in

2010. The townships did not provide the intended solution and the vil-

lages did not fade away.51

For a long period, the state refused to recognize any Bedouin locality

other than the seven townships, and used various coercive tactics—from

crop destruction to house demolitions—to push the Bedouins to move to

the townships. A slight change in the government’s resettlement policy
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appeared after 2000, when the government decided to recognize six of the

forty-five unrecognized Bedouin villages and consider others for future

recognition.52

The Land Dispute and Its Legal Framework

Under the 1951 State Property Law, the Israeli government inherited

the land and property of the British Mandate government. The 1950

Absentee Property Law effectively gave the state control over the prop-

erty, movable and immovable, of all Palestinian refugees.53 According to

Michael Fischbach, Israel appropriated 4,865,334 dunams, 55,000 houses

and apartments, and 8,000 businesses under this law. Lands confiscated

under this law in northern Beersheba reached more than 1.7 million

dunams.54 Three years later, the 1953 Land Acquisition Law passed, ret-

roactively endorsing expropriations undertaken directly after the 1948

conflict and laying the ground for further land expropriation for develop-

ment, settlement, or security purposes. Out of 1.25 million dunams

expropriated under the 1953 law, 137,400 dunams were taken from

Negev Arabs.55 By 2011, through an intensive process of land expropria-

tion, nationalization, and reallocation, Israel managed to gain control of

93.5 percent of the land in Israel.56

Aside from legislation, the land title settlement process was another

major tool of land dispossession, playing a major role on the Negev land

question. As of 2011, according to the Israel Land Administration (ILA),

there are only 494,157 dunams of land in Israel whose title remains unset-

tled, mainly in the Negev.57 During the 1950s and 1960s, Israel continued

the British-initiated land title settlement process, starting in the northern

region. A combination of new legislative and judicial standards significantly

restricted Palestinian landholders’ ability to prove or gain land title.58

In 1966, a confidential report of the Office of the Adviser on Arab Affairs

stressed the fact that the vast majority of the Negev land had been expro-

priated and registered formally under state ownership except those lands

whose expropriation was expected to lead to a confrontation with the Bed-

ouins.59 In 1970, the Israeli government declared the northern Negev,

including the Siyag, subject to land rights settlement. Under this process,

Bedouins filed 3,220 formal land claims over 1.5 million dunams, includ-

ing about 600,000 dunams of tribal pasture lands and 200,000 dunams that

had been registered as state lands.60 The final amount of Bedouin-claimed

land according to the state was 778,856 dunams.61

Initiating what would become a familiar pattern of following a bureau-

cratic-administrative (rather than a judicial-administrative) route to handle

the Negev land claims, in 1975 the government formed a special commit-

tee to address Bedouin land claims.62 Plia Albeck of the State Attorney’s

Office, known for her prominent role in legalizing land expropriation and

building Israeli settlements in the occupied Palestinian territories, headed

the committee.63 Relying upon the 1858 Ottoman Land Code and the 1921
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British Mawat Land Ordinance, the Albeck Committee confirmed the gov-

ernment’s position: that the lands claimed by the Bedouins are mawat

lands, and thus state lands.64

However, alongside this complete denial of legal land rights, the Albeck

Committee anticipated that the Israeli Supreme Court would not approve

the eviction of the Bedouins without compensation. Thus, it recom-

mended that the government make a show of ‘‘goodwill’’ and, going

beyond the strict formal law, grant the Bedouins some negotiated compen-

sation on the condition that claimants give up their land claims and move

to one of the state-planned townships.65 The Israeli government’s position

since the 1970s has been characterized by a position of complete legal

denial, on the one hand, and partial practical recognition of Bedouin land

rights, on the other.

Between Denial and Recognition

As it turned out, Albeck was wrong in her prediction of Supreme Court

hesitation regarding the Negev land question. In its milestone decision in

the 1984 al-Hawashli case, the Supreme Court approved the government

and Albeck’s positions, affirming the mawat judicial doctrine based on

Ottoman and British legislation (first constructed with regard to Galilee

lands). In defining mawat lands, the doctrine stated that the distance from

the town or village by which mawat land was defined should be measured

from a modern town or village and, for this purpose, a Bedouin encamp-

ment is not considered a legitimate point for measurement. Moreover,

such a town or village should have existed in 1858, the time of the legisla-

tion of the OLC. The Negev was exclusively inhabited by Bedouins until

the early-twentieth century, and only in 1900—already forty-two years after

the enactment of the OLC—was Beersheba established as the only ‘‘mod-

ern’’ city in the region. Further, the doctrine stated that only the 1.5 mile

factor will be considered for the distance, nullifying the vocal and walking

factors. Lastly, the Israeli judiciary concluded that the Bedouins had their

last chance to register their lands in 1921 and have only themselves to

blame for not having done so.66 The al-Hawashli decision set a precedent

that determined the results of all subsequent land claims in the Negev. The

decision served as the departure point for governmental bodies seeking to

solve the Negev land question.

The specific use of the mawat doctrine, defining Bedouin lands as

wasteland, has special political implications as well. Under this land cate-

gory, land possession, no matter how long it extends back in time, does

not qualify the possessor to own the land. In this way, Negev Arabs are

erased as the legitimate first landholders and sovereigns of the Negev cen-

turies before the establishment of Israel. The selective definition of mawat

land, combined with commonly heard arguments of Bedouin nomadism,

cast the Bedouins as people who have no particular connection to the

land.67 Thus, monetary compensation, in the state’s view, can replace the
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‘‘incidental’’ connection to the land—land that is wasted until it is

redeemed and developed by the state.

Under the umbrella of legal denial of land rights in the Negev, the Israeli

government, acting in accordance with the Albeck committee’s recommen-

dations, started a process of negotiation with the Bedouin Arab claimants

and concurrently froze all land claims in the 1970s.68 The negotiations

were conducted by the ILA, whose council drafted a number of resolutions

regarding the compensation, using the Albeck compensation scheme as its

basis.69 As of 2008, only 12 percent of total land claims (380 out of 3,220)

had been settled, covering an area of 205,670 dunams (about 18 percent of

total claimed lands).70 The Israeli government has amended the offered

compensation several times. However, it was clear to the government that

Bedouin claimants viewed the compensation as insufficient and unjust.71

In parallel, and in light of its failure to solve the Negev question, the

government has appointed a number of governmental bodies to study and

draft recommendations concerning the Negev question. Between August

1996 and August 1999, the government established two ministerial com-

mittees to make recommendations on the Bedouin issue, and between

May 1996 and December 2000, five inter-ministerial teams and committees

were formed for the same purpose.72 These attempts only produced

reports and recommendations with no significant impact. However, since

2000, and particularly in the last five years, the Israeli government has

been trying more intensively to settle the Negev question, possibly because

the situation is growing dire.

Moving Toward Confrontation

Government personnel have realized that the housing question and the

land question cannot be separated. Bedouin Arab claimants remained on

their claimed land to retain some measure of power and rights over it, and

they likely had nowhere else to go. Further, the success of newly recog-

nized Bedouin villages hinges on the resolution of the land question. Bed-

ouins refuse, in accordance with their custom, to reside on lands claimed

by another Bedouin tribe, even when confiscated and allocated to them by

the government. Presently, hundreds and even thousands of land plots in

the middle of the townships remain, and have remained for more than

thirty years, empty.73

Other pressures may have also influenced the move for decisive govern-

ment action. The 2001 report of the Israeli state comptroller highlighted

the state’s negligence of the Bedouin land question, the underdevelop-

ment in the townships, and the overall lack of law enforcement.74 Commu-

nal resistance in the form of protests and civil society advocacy had its own

impact as well. Increasing numbers of petitions to the Supreme Court for

the provision of educational, health, and social services to the unrecog-

nized villages put additional pressure on the state. Jewish settlement and

development projects have also played a role. In 2005, the government
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adopted the 2015 Negev Development Plan (known as the Sharon-Livni

Plan). The plan, defined as a ‘‘national project,’’ suggests incentives and

aims to relocate ‘‘economically productive’’ Israeli Jews from central Israel

to the Negev, increasing its population from 535,000 to 900,000 by 2015.

The plan calls for addressing the frozen land claims by bringing them

before the judiciary.75

In 2004, the Israeli government started pursuing a strategy of ‘‘counter-

claiming’’ the Bedouin Arab land claims in court. The State Attorney’s

Office would choose to dispute, under unknown criteria, one of the frozen

Bedouin land claims, eventually bringing these cases to court. By May

2008, the state had submitted about 450 counterclaims, and the court had

ruled on eighty cases, all in favor of the state.76 Recent figures indicate that

the state has won about two hundred counterclaims over about 70,000

dunams of land.77 Under the counterclaim policy, the government moved

to an active role of legal confrontation with the Bedouins.

Bringing the claims to the court does not only help legitimate the state’s

actions and policies, but aims at exerting serious pressure on the Bedouins

to accept the solution offered by the government.78 This policy was accom-

panied by increased house demolitions.79 At the same time, the Israeli

government realized that it needs a lot of time and

resources to settle the Negev question through

demolitions and through the courts. Further, in light

of the increasing Bedouin Arabs’ resistance to this

strategy, the government took a familiar step in

2007 by appointing a new committee, headed by

emeritus Justice Eliezer Goldberg, to recommend

a resolution to the Negev question. The Israeli gov-

ernment ordered the committee to restrict any

recommended land compensation to 100,000

dunams or less in total.80 In December 2008, the committee drafted its

report, which recommended that more villages should be recognized, sub-

ject to the Beersheba metropolitan zoning plans; formulated a compensa-

tion formula for land claims (roughly 20 percent in kind and 30 percent in

monetary compensation of the claimed land); and suggested increasing

state law enforcement.81

The Israeli government adopted the Goldberg report and appointed

a team for its implementation, headed by Ehud Prawer of the Prime Minis-

ter’s Office, formerly deputy head of the National Security Council.82

A copy of the final Prawer report was leaked in early 2011 and its major

outline is a retreat from the Goldberg report, particularly with regard to

recognition of villages. Israeli right-wing politicians criticized the leaked

Prawer report for being too generous with the Bedouins, and Prime Minis-

ter Benjamin Netanyahu tasked Yaakov Amidror, head of the National

Security Council, to revise the plan. The revised Amidror-Prawer Plan was

adopted by the Israeli government on 11 September 2011.83

Bringing claims to court

not only helps legitimate

Israel’s actions and

policies, but aims at

exerting serious pressure

on the Bedouins to accept

the solution offered by

the government.
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The revised plan decreased land compensation, imposed a strict time-

line on implementation, established special bodies for this purpose, and

called to enshrine the plan within special legislation. It also stated that no

new Bedouin villages should be recognized and no Bedouins settled out-

side the Siyag area.84 The 64-page proposed bill based on this plan (known

as the Prawer Bill) was published on 3 January 2012 for public input and

commentary.85 The plan is estimated to have decreased the proposed land

compensation from 183,000 dunams to 90,000 dunams. The Bedouins see

this recent plan as a grave threat to their rights, entailing displacement,

land expropriation, and a government policy of continuous exclusion and

discrimination.86

The government also decided to undertake what it called a ‘‘listening

process’’ for the community regarding the bill, seeking to mitigate inevita-

ble Bedouin resistance. The process, headed by Likud minister Benny

Begin, was supposed to last six weeks, but was extended for more than

three months. Many in the community have seen this process as an artifi-

cial ruse to facilitate the bill’s adoption, and thus they refused to meet with

Begin. Nevertheless, Begin conducted a round of meetings and drafted his

own suggestions for amendments.

Begin, like Goldberg, recommended that the future recognition of any

of the villages should be in line and within the Beersheba metropolitan

zoning plan, while canceling the restriction on establishing Bedouin villages

outside the Siyag. With regard to the land dispute, the Begin recommenda-

tions to amend the Prawer Bill included the following: (1) All claims that

were brought and dismissed by the court will not be compensated; (2)

Lands that were confiscated in the 1950s and 1960s (about 200,000 dunams)

will be compensated by money only; and (3) For the rest of the claimed

lands, Begin suggested the following scheme:

a) Those who accept the Prawer proposal and have rights over 50 per-
cent of the specific claim:

i. will receive 50 percent land compensation in kind and the rest in
money if they possess the claimed lands;

ii. will receive 25 percent land compensation in kind and the rest in
money if they do not possess the land.

b) Those who accept the Prawer proposal and have rights over less
than 50 percent of the specific claim:

i. will receive 20 percent land compensation in kind and the rest in
money if they possess the claimed land;

ii. will receive only monetary compensation if they do not possess
the land.

The land possession question is central to the compensation scheme, yet it

is not clearly defined in the bill, and its determination might face many

difficulties. Article 45(d) defines possessed land as one that was under cul-

tivation or was used for residence around the time of filing the land claim.

Such decisions are to be made based on aerial photos in accordance with
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specific rules that the prime minister will set. The state possesses most of

the aerial photos, and the photos do not reflect an accurate use of the land.

For example, many of the Bedouins cultivate the land every other year.

Finally, the Begin document called for strong law enforcement (eviction

and house demolition), and stated that claimants have only five years to

claim compensation, or they will lose their claim. Begin ended his docu-

ment with sincere thanks to Ehud Prawer, ‘‘who acted, with dedication,

consistency, and determination, for eight years to make the end of Bed-

ouin hardships possible.’’87

CONCLUSION

For a long time, most Israeli scholars who have studied the Bedouins,

mostly as anthropologists, have focused on Bedouin sedentarization, mod-

ernization, and development. Yet, scholars focused less on the legal

aspects and historical origins of the land ownership question, and the role

of Israeli discriminatory policies in constructing the state of illegality in the

Negev. Due to the use of geographical, legal, and historical arguments in

the government’s legal position, there is a need for broader investigation

of the Negev reality under both the Ottoman and the British regimes. His-

toricization helps us better understand the current reality in the Negev due

to the direct use of both Ottoman and British laws in complicating this

process, whether or not the scholarly and academic historical and geo-

graphical research will change the Israeli judicially-determined truths.

In the Negev, the Israeli government preferred the use of British and

Ottoman land legislation to control Bedouin Arab lands. The government’s

policy included active displacement and demolition, and the utilization of

formal legal arguments to support these policies. The legal argument

encompassed a reconstruction of the definition of property rights and land

categories, as well as reinterpretation of century-old legal provisions. This

was done based on modern understandings and interpretation of a range

of historical, geographical, and political realities. Under the Ottoman and

British regimes, there was a particular legal and political order that applied

to the Negev and which recognized Bedouin land rights. The political and

legal transformation under Israel, including policies of land control and

forced urbanization, gravely impacted the Bedouin community and its life-

style. Prawer is the most recent governmental attempt for settling the

Negev question.

On 27 January 2013, the Israeli Cabinet adopted the Begin recommen-

dations and the amended Prawer Bill. Four months later, on 6 May 2013,

the bill was approved by the Ministerial Committee on Legislation. Some

members of parliament opposed Begin’s recommendations as too gener-

ous, thus the Ministerial Committee on Legislation added, to its approval,

a few conditions on restricting the area where lands could be granted as

compensation, shortened the time from five to three years for claimants to
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accept the proposal, appointed a governmental committee to oversee the

implementation of the plan, and added more police forces to carry out the

plan. On 24 June 2013, the amended bill passed the first round of voting in

the Knesset by a small majority of forty-three to forty.88 The bill will now

pass onto the Knesset Committee for Interior Affairs and Environment to

be prepared for the second and third round of votes, on its way to become

final legislation.

Since the recommendation on the recognition of villages is vague, the

clear number of those who will be displaced is unclear, ranging from

30,000 to 70,000, based on different estimates. Similarly, since land com-

pensation qualifies those who cultivate and possess the lands, and depends

upon the ration of those who accept the deal, it is also unclear how much

land will be included under the bill, which is also estimated at about

150,000 dunams.89 The governmental progress with all these plans was

accompanied by intensive house demolitions and communal resistance. In

the past few years, house demolitions have intensified and the government

added more policing man power for this purpose. On the other hand, the

wider Palestinian community in Israel has joined the struggle of the Negev

Bedouins more strongly since Prawer, launching a number of demonstra-

tions and protests, including a national strike on 15 July 2013.
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